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Abstract—Cloud computing signifies a paradigm shift from 
owning computing systems to buying computing services. As a 
result of this paradigm shift, many key concerns such as the 
transparency of data transfer and access within the cloud, and 
the lack of clarity in data ownership were surfaced. To address 
these concerns, we propose a new way of approaching traditional 
security and trust problems: To adopt a detective, data-centric 
thinking instead of the classical preventive, system-centric 
thinking. While classical preventive approaches are useful, they 
play a catch-up game; often do not address the problems (i.e. 
data accountability, data retention, etc) directly. In this paper, we 
propose a data-centric, detective approach to increase trust and 
security of data in the cloud. Our framework, known as 
TrustCloud, contains a suite of techniques that address cloud 
security, trust and accountability from a detective approach at all 
levels of granularity. TrustCloud also extends detective 
techniques to policies and regulations governing IT systems. 
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I.  INTRODUCTION 

The recent increase in uptake of cloud computing signifies 
an underlying paradigm shift in computing technology – a shift 
from systems-as-assets to information-as-assets [1]. 

A. A Paradigm Shift in Technology 

The emergence and rapid adoption of cloud computing has 
brought about a paradigm shift in how individuals, businesses 
and organizations (in short, users) utilize and think about 
computing resources. The whole IT infrastructure has become 
available as a service; thus, mitigating the need to own, 
maintain or deal with the risk of hardware and security of IT 
infrastructure. This shift enables a much more efficient use of 
computing resources, but places the emphasis on the need for 
more adequate tools and mechanisms to safeguard the integrity 
and accuracy of data and information, the real assets in the 
cloud era. With cloud computing, enterprises are empowered to 
focus on value-added activities such as generating sales and 
providing services and no longer need to allocate resources to 
procuring and managing systems. All cloud computing users 
need to do is to decide how much computing and storage they 
require and pay directly for the services [2]. As such, users no 
longer ‘own’ systems, but only their data. While convenience 
is increased, the reduction of ownership over the machines, 
which store the data, decreases the overall sense of control and 
‘trust’, especially when it involves sensitive data such as 
healthcare, government, or financial data. This lack of 

ownership and transparency are some of the main obstacles for 
data-sensitive industries to ‘trust’ the cloud [3]. The question 
now is whether such loss of control can be mitigated and aided 
by an increased awareness of who has touched the data, how it 
was touched, at where and when.  

While many providers claim that the data is still owned by 
the end-users, the definition of data ownership is a contentious 
subject by itself [4]. When we place the data into a provider’s 
cloud, how can we ensure that the provider cannot and will not 
access or mine the data for their own use? For example, Google 
mines the contents of their Gmail end-users’ emails in order to 
recommend each end-user specific context-aware 
advertisements into their advertising space alongside the 
mailboxes. While it provides Gmail for free, Google makes 
some of its revenues from advertising that depends on the 
content of the user’s messages [5]. Does that mean that Google 
need to own or co-own the data first before it can process them 
for its own revenue? Also, are current laws and regulations 
enough to protect privacy, or deter malicious insiders from 
abusing the data housed within clouds?  These questions lead 
us to consider the relevancy and currency of existing 
regulations and security tools. The best way to evaluate this is 
to reflect on the recent cloud security incidents. 

B. Relevancy of Current Security Approaches 

1) Recent High-profile Security Incidents 

a) Google’s Lost Email Accounts 
In February 2011, 150,000 Gmail accounts were 

‘accidentally reset’ by Google, leaving the users with all their 
previous messages wiped out from their mail [6]. This incident 
led many reports to highlight the importance of backing up 
data, even if it is stored in the cloud. 

b) EMC/ RSA Security Breach  
In March 2011, RSA, the security component of EMC 

suffered a data breach where attackers apparently stole 
intellectual property relating to the company’s two-factor 
authentication technology [7]. A few months after that incident, 
RSA admitted that defense contractor Lockheed Martin was 
attacked using the stolen information from March 2011. At the 
time of writing (June 2011), RSA has offered to replace 
SecurID tokens for a certain subset of its customers, but it still 
has not admitted what information was stolen. This led to 
forums and blogs voicing out customers’ concern about how 
protected they are, as the SecurID token is widely used by 
banks, large organizations and government agencies. 



c) User Data Stolen from Sony Playstation Network 
In April 2011, Sony admitted that its Playstation Network 

has been intruded, leaving the user names, passwords, 
addresses, birth dates, and other information used to register 
accounts compromised [8]. The stolen information may also 
include payment-card data, purchase history, billing addresses, 
and security answers used to change passwords, leading to the 
possibility of future identify theft scams.  

d) UK National Healthcare System (NHS) Hacked 
In June 2011, the IT systems of the UK’s National 

Healthcare System (NHS) were hacked [9]. While the hackers 
uncovered several admin account passwords, health officials 
played down the security lapse and  insisted that it affected 
only local systems and that no patient records were accessed. 
These incidents sparked fear of whether patient data stored in 
the NHS systems have been compromised. 

e) Amazon EC2 Outages 
In April 2011, Amazon, one of the top cloud computing 

providers, suffered an outage to its EC2 services [10]. The 
outage was caused by a configuration error during a network 
upgrade; sending a number of prominent cloud-based Web-
sites offline, including Quora, Foursquare and Reddit. The 
above incidents resulted in a growing call for increased 
accountability of cloud service providers. 

2) Preventive versus Detective Approaches 

Trust components can be classified as Preventive Controls 
or Detective Controls. Preventive controls are used to mitigate 
the occurrence of an action from continuing or taking place at 
all (e.g. better encryption techniques, or network and host 
firewalls blocking all but allowable activity). Detective 
controls are used to identify the occurrence of a privacy or 
security risk that violates policies and procedures (e.g. an 
intrusion detection system, or security audit trails, logs and 
analysis tools). Detective approaches also act as psychological 
obstacles to go against policies and/or procedures in the cloud, 
and also serve as a record for post-mortem forensic 
investigations should any non-compliance occur. 

If we look at current cloud security approaches (e.g. end-to-
end data encryption), we can observe that they mainly focus on 
preventive approaches. The high-profile security breaches 
above have demonstrated that current preventive methods are 
insufficient, as they do not provide users the transparency and 
accountability of their services. The preventive approaches also 
do not help the users achieve audit trails of data-centric events. 
As shown in the security breaches discussed, end-users who 
entrust their sensitive data in the providers’ environments are 
often left disappointed, and worse, unable to attain full 
accountability concerning their data or data about them. 

Hence, in this paper, we call for the increased deployment 
of detective approaches to improve trust and security in cloud 
computing. Preventive approaches are necessary but not 
sufficient. On top of increased deployment, we need to also 
improve current detective approaches. An analogy for the 
rationale of improving detective approaches can be drawn from 
the advancement of criminal forensics from thumbprint 
identification to the identification of DNA.  

3) Data-centric versus System-centric Logging 

As mentioned in Section I.A, traditional in-house controls 
(i.e. physical, logical and personal) are no longer valid when 
moving data and information assets into the cloud. New means 
of data-centric governance and compliance, accountability, 
protection from loss, corruption, and destruction etc. are 
required, in particular in the context of virtualization, which 
enables the cloud elasticity promise. Virtualization, however, 
means that accountability might require the identification not 
only of the virtual server in which events take place, but also 
the physical server. Currently, there is still a lack of 
transparency of (1) the linkages between the virtual and 
physical systems, (2) relationships between virtual locations 
and physical static server locations, and (3) how the files are 
written into both virtual and physical memory addresses. Such 
information is currently not available as a single-point-of-view. 
From a system’s perspective, data exists at the level of blocks 
and files and directories. While there might be a multitude of 
operating systems (OSs) deployed in a single cloud, the 
majority of such OSs have not been designed for the cloud. In 
particular, traditional logging is process and/or event-based (for 
a particular user or node). In the cloud, however, there are no 
clear user or node barriers; instead, logging should be done 
with respect to the key assets, i.e., data and information. In 
terms of OSs, this means data-centric logging. By data-centric, 
we refer to the need to trace data and files from the time they 
are created to the time they are destroyed; thus, data and 
information is viewed independent from the environmental 
constraints. This is reflective of the very elastic nature of cloud 
computing. With the transfer of control of data into the cloud, 
the providers have the mandate to ease the minds of consumers 
by facilitating them with the capabilities to track their assets. 

II. REQUIREMENTS FOR A DATA-CENTRIC LOGGING FOR 

INCREASED CLOUD ACCOUNTABILITY AND TRUST 

We envision data-centric logging to be able to achieve the 
following requirements: 

A. Tracking Files 

Within data-centric detective approaches, file-centric 
logging enables us to know, trace and record the exact file life 
cycle. This requires tracking of system read/write calls to the 
underlying file system. From the system read/write calls, we 
can also extract the files’ virtual and physical memory 
locations, providing more information for further forensics. In 
the cloud, the file-centric perspective, however, must not be 
limited to a single node; as clouds are vast networks of physical 
and virtual servers over a large number of locations, we need to 
also monitor network logs within the cloud in order to be able 
to capture movement of a file from one node to another (be it a 
virtual or physical node) as well as the exit/entry point(s) of a 
file into/from the cloud. 

Besides knowing about the travelling history of a file as 
well as access and modification details, file-centric logging is 
vital when enabling the “replay” of a snapshot, i.e. a 
reproduction of the exact state of the cloud at a particular 
moment. With a large number of virtual machines turned on 
and off at different time periods, and the execution of various 



business applications at the same time, it is very difficult to 
replay the exact same snapshot of the Cloud from the past, e.g. 
1 hour ago, so that one can determine what actually went 
wrong [1]. File-centric tracking mechanisms log the resources 
the VMs use and share when they are turned on. Evidently, 
such snapshots cannot be captured in the data, information and 
workflow layers as they are too high-level and dependent on 
the on and off status of their hosting machines. 

B. Tracking Data 

The file abstraction enables us to tackle the snapshot replay 
issue in the cloud, but it is not a suitable abstraction from an 
informational point of view. In order to enable reasoning about 
the origins, collection or creation, evolution, and use of data, it 
is essential to track the history of data, i.e., its provenance. 
Provenance information is commonly seen as the foundation 
for any reasonable model of privacy and trust as it enables 
validation of the processes involved in generating/obtaining the 
data and the detection of unusual behavior. While these 
advantages are very promising, corresponding challenges are 
equally difficult to address. Such challenges include efficiently 
and effectively managing the sheer amount of provenance data 
that has to be maintained; ensuring consistency and 
completeness of provenance data; detecting malicious users 
who attempt to falsify provenance data; protecting data owner 
as well as data providers from exposing sensitive, confidential, 
proprietary or competitively important information indirectly 
through provenance logs; enabling efficient querying of 
provenance data; etc. 

Besides provenance, other key concerns mandating data-
centric logging include the need for support of consistency 
assurance, rollback, recovery, replay, backup, and restoring of 
data. Such functionality is usually enabled by using operational 
and/or transactional logs. Such logs have also been proven 
useful for monitoring of operational anomalies. While these 
concepts are well established in the database domain, cloud 
computing’s characteristics such as eventual consistency, 
‘unlimited’ scale, and multi-tenancy pose new challenges. In 
addition, secure and privacy-aware mechanisms must be 
devised not only for consistency logs but also for their backups, 
which are commonly used for media/node recovery. 

C. Tracking Information 

While data represents raw facts, it is information, which is 
derived from data that is of most interest and value to 
individuals, businesses and organizations. Information is used 
to reveal the meaning from data; obtaining timely and relevant 
information is key to good decision making and sustained 
success of most businesses. Key challenges to be addressed by 
logs are how information is derived from data and how 
information evolves in coherence with respect to the 
underlying data. 

D. Tracking Information and Data Flows 

Sections II.B and II.C are mainly concerned with individual 
aspects of data and information. We have yet to cover the 
workflow and business rule context in which data and 
information are typically embedded. That is, the need for audit 
trails and the audit-related data found in the software services 

in the cloud. High level fraudulent risks such as procurement 
approval routes, decision making flows and role management 
in software services have to be monitored and controlled. 
Hence, accountability of services/business functions and their 
providers within the cloud have to be managed. However, 
achieving auditability via methods such as continuous auditing 
[11] within a highly virtualized environment is a very difficult 
and complex task. There needs to be considerations for not 
only the auditing of the business logic and control flows, but 
also the applications implementing them.  

III. THE TRUSTCLOUD FRAMEWORK – DATA-CENTRIC 

ABSTRACTION LAYERS  

One of the most common groupings or layers in cloud 
computing is the view of Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS), 
Platform as a Service (PaaS) and Software as a Service (SaaS). 
However, given the requirements listed in Section II, we now 
observe that these abstractions are mainly system-centric. In 
contrast, the TrustCloud framework takes a different 
perspective, i.e., an architectural, data-centric view. This results 
in a separate set of layers, which can accurately encompass and 
describe the scope of data-centric logs. Because of the scale of 
cloud computing, the types of data-centric logs range from 
system-level file-centric logs to workflow-level audit trail logs. 

 

Figure 1.  The TrustCloud framework [1] 

There needs to be a clear definition of abstraction layers to 
reduce ambiguity and increase research focus and impact. The 
TrustCloud framework, proposed in our earlier works [1, 3], 
attempts to describe the layers of cloud accountability shown in 
Figure 1. This figure shows the five abstraction layers for the 
types of logs needed for an accountable cloud:  

1. System layer – addresses tracking of files across the cloud. 
2. Data layer – addresses tracking of change of data and 

information across the cloud. 
3. Workflow layer – addresses data and information flow in 

the cloud. 
4. Law and regulations layer – addresses data-centric logging 

requirements mandated by external laws and regulations.  
5. Policies layer – addresses data-centric audit requirements 

mandated by internal governance and audit requirements.  
 

It is important to note that the focus is on the abstraction 
layers of logs and not on architectural layers. Hence, the 
TrustCloud framework is independent of virtual or physical 
environments. Such explicit definition of layers allows us to 
efficiently identify the areas of their application and their focus 
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areas. Further details of the TrustCloud Framework can be 
found in [1, 3]. 

IV. RELATED DETECTIVE APPROACHES 

This section surveys current detective approaches.  

A. TripWire  

TripWire [12] creates a baseline database of all hash keys 
of files, then checks them at a schedule stated by a user, when 
hash keys are changed, the files affected are highlighted. 
Hence, it mainly identifies files that are changed via a 
comparison approach, i.e. before versus after. When some 
intentional user changes are made to the files tracked by 
TripWire, the user has to consciously update the baseline 
database. While TripWire is a popular intrusion detection tool, 
it is a user space application; hence, its scope is not able to 
cover the kernel level vulnerabilities and intrusions. This is a 
concern when we consider the cloud, which has kernel spaces 
in both virtual and physical machines. At the same time, the 
need for updating the key database regularly also means that 
such a technique is not scalable for the dynamic environments 
in cloud computing. Also, as the detection is on whether a 
change occurred, rather than the actual history of change, there 
is also no provenance recorded. This means that this is a best-
effort data-centric detective method.  

B. HyTrust Appliance  

Recently in 2010, HyTrust [13], a startup focusing on cloud 
auditing and accountability, has released a hypervisor 
consolidated log report and policy enforcement tool (i.e. 
HyTrust Appliance) for virtual machine accountability 
management in clouds. In the context of Section III, HyTrust 
Appliance addresses the System layer of accountability in the 
cloud. Despite this, it focuses on the virtual machine layers and 
did not mention capabilities for virtual-to-physical 
complexities. Also, it views logging for accountability from 
system-centric perspective and not a file-centric perspective.  

V. FUTURE WORK 

Our team is actively researching on the following data-
centric research challenges:  

 Data provenance awareness across both virtual 
machines and physical machines in the cloud. 

 Efficient methods for storage of cloud data-centric 
logs. 

 Visualisation of cloud data-centric logs. 
 Summarising and reporting anomalies mined from 

cloud data-centric logs. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

The objective of this paper is to encourage the adoption of 
file-centric and data-centric logging mechanisms as a means to 
increasing accountability, trust and security in cloud 
computing. The urgency for data-centric detective approaches 
was also discussed over a survey of recent high-profile cloud-
related security breaches. Data-centric logging not only allows 
transparency of the movements of data in the cloud, but also 
addresses the growing concern of accountability of cloud 

service providers and provides pointed information for data 
leakage protection (DLP) and information life cycle 
management. As a detective approach, data-centric logging 
complements the prevalent preventive security approaches such 
as end-to-end data encryption. The approach provides records 
of data provenance and meaningful trails revolving around the 
life cycle and transfer of data, the most valuable assets of cloud 
end-users. We reiterated the importance of viewing cloud 
accountability via the five proposed levels: system, data, 
workflow, laws and regulations, policies. Related detective 
approaches were also reviewed but found lacking provenance 
features or comprehensive coverage of both virtual and 
physical servers typically found in cloud environments. Our 
team is currently actively researching on the key areas around 
the problem of data-centric detective approaches for cloud 
accountability.  
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